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ORSINO..............................................Josh Keppel
Duke of Illyria
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gentleman attending on Orsino

CURIO............................................Amanda Arnold
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later disguised as Cesario
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a sea captain
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MARIA.............................................Johnna Andiorio
gentlewoman in Olivia’s household
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companion of Sir Toby

MALVOLIO.......................................M. Roberto Oduña
steward of Olivia’s household
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member of Olivia’s household
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cousin of Olivia
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Thank you
Tonight’s performance is the culmination of a semester of work by the students of E379M: Shakespeare Through Performance. These students have studied Shakespeare’s romantic comedies from a variety of perspectives, reading, writing, discussing, and performing, both at the University of Texas at Austin and on weekends at the Winedale Historical Center.

About
Shakespeare at Winedale is a program of the University of Texas at Austin English Department that invites students from all disciplines to learn about Shakespeare through the intensive experience of performing his works. Since 1970, hundreds of students have spent their summers in the Winedale Theatre Barn, using all their intelligence, creativity and passion to bring these plays to life. Students in the course dedicate themselves to the principles of Shakespeare’s own theatre: a bare stage, a creative ensemble, a focus on the text, and an appeal to the imagination of the audience. In addition to a four-week season at Winedale, the students perform by invitation at some of the leading Shakespearean theaters around the country and globe.

Special Thanks
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Coming Up
UT CHILDREN’S SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
May 12 & 13
B. Iden Payne Theatre

CAMP SHAKESPEARE
June 7 - 20 & June 28 - July 11
Round Top, Texas

39th SUMMER SEASON
Much Ado About Nothing, Richard III, Cymbeline
July 16 - August 9
Winedale Theatre Barn

Contact Us
1 University Station
B5000
Austin, Texas 78712
T. 512.471.4726
shakespeare-winedale.org